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Swan Cloe1e comments: 

Most of my work deals Wlth Africa south of the Sahara . T he non-fiction is reporting and 
commemary. 

In fiction my aim has been 10 entertain sinoe I sec the no velist ns pnmarily a story teller in 
the old t rad itio11, the tradjtion of the campfire and the spinner of yams. My only novel with 
a theme was The Abductors - an effort to arouse people to the fact U1at a world-wide traffic 
m women con6nue~ to exist. In a world tom a pan by hatred and dissension, it seems to me 
tbat a novel should provide an escape from tht present and uanspon the reader into other 
situations. where he ca.n. fora while at least. lo:;e himself and forga hiS worries. 

I am not porticularly intellectual or literary. Ha VIng left school at 17 and gone $1raight 
into the a nny and war, such education as J have has been through my association with men. 
women and events, being like every o ther man a product or what I have seen a nd lived 
through. A writer only differs from other people in hi• sc11sitivity 10 such exper_ier>ees. T hese 
sensations fi ltcnod through the mind become stories over which the author often enough has 
w ry lit tle real control. Minor ehuracters take major and unforeseen parts. as occurred with 
Elsie in Rllg.r of Glory. 

Though I am a writer, l should ha ve preferred to be a pain ter. particularly of horses, 
women. and flowers. That is to soy. or beauty. Again, as in my writing, an escape rrorn the 
sordid and ugly into what mnny would call i he sentimental and banal. My joys have come 
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from women and animals- horses, dogs, and cats. in particular-and this shows in my work. 
I was brought up to be)jeve in heroes, to believe in love, in beauty- all very old-fashioned 

today. I like stories with a beginning, a middle and an end. I believe with Freud that sex. or 
sublimated sex. is the driving force of Jjfe. I Jin.d it difficult to believe in any established 
religion or dogma, or in the existence of a benevolent God, but remain aware of a power that 
transcends man's comprehension. 

In much of what I have written a bout Africa in T~ A/ri<'<m Gwm and about world con
ditions in Yesterday Is D~ad and The Third Way. I have unfortunately been proved right on 
most counts, though the events I foretold came •no re swirtly than I expected. 

Finally, as a man I am very happy, but as .a h uman being I am in despair, as I see no 
answer to overpopulation or pollution. These views are. I think, all apparent in my work . 

• • • 

Stuart Cloete is a prolific novelist and an indefatigable story-teller, Most of his novels take 
place in Africa, which he knows extremely well and to which he is deeply attached. At 
various stages in his career he wrote historical novels about the Boers of South Africa. 
Together these novels form a vast cric retracing the country's history from 18!5to the end of 
the Boer War, chronicled in his most :~mt>itious work Rags of Glory. They explain to some 
extent the complex tensions in contemporary South Africa. Thougb not blind to their short· 
comings. CJ.oetc is very sympathetic to the Boers. their fierce individualism aod courage. 
Stimulated by their fanatical love of independence to withdraw from hardly conquered land 
or to fight the English, who harassed from the S.outh, meeting with the resistance of Africans 
who were pressing down from the North, they suffered such hardships individually from one 
generation to another tbat hatred was inevitable. Though Africans are seldom p resent in 
his novels as individuals, Cloete's view of history is, on the whole. unprejudiced. He presents 
the wars fought by the Boers as ineluctab~ clashes of cultures with the Africans on the ooo 
hand a nd the English on the o ther, in many ways similar to the wars fought by the American 
pioneers. 

Most of Cloete's novels are built on a similar pattern. and the psychology of his characters 
is fairly simple. The males are led by two ruling motives: love in its different guises and the 
need to assen their virility through courage or violence; the females are exclusively concerned 
with the fulfilment of their womanhood. For this reason the charnclers in the South African 
novels lend to be stereotyped, all the more so as their virtues and vices are shown to be 
largely hereditary. Yet tbey are also memorable because they are llesh and blood people 
living through extraordinary adventures. Good and evil are seen as relative notions; not 
justice but blind chance rules the world, and the best human bcin~ can do is to fulfil them
selves according to their nature. In this respect, men are not so different from animals as 
they are witJing to acknowledge, while the latter often pro,·e more capable of J!-'")IChological 
subtlety than is generally assumed. A masterly i llustration of this view is to be found in 
TM Cur11e ond the Tusk. a novel about elephant hunting in Mozambique. 

A prominent documental)' trend ~uppom Cloi'W's vi$iQn of life as an endless cycle of 
reproduction and destruetion in which man's p.articipation is only relative. All life, whether 
human, animaL vegetable or mineral, is interdependent; everything is part of everything else, 
and all things merge imperceptibly into each otber. Though Cloete shows tbat civilization 
cannot be halted. bis African novels suggest that, except in cities, the white man basso far 
made no real impact south of the Sahara. He has destroyed much and attempted to leave 
his stamp on the African continent, but most of it remains untamed and is perhaps un
tarnable. Cloete's descriptions of the multifaced and mysterious "African giant'' are among 
the best parts of bis fiction. 

Only a few of Stuart Cloete's novels are purely imaginary. Among his latest works Holl' 
Young They Died is a story of initiation into warfare and lo\le in the First World War, while 
T~ Abductors, a novel about sex and morals in Victorian England, is based oo an a.ctual case 
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of white slavery. Whatever its ~-ubject, hiS fiction is highly reada ble and no doubt appeals to 
a large public. 

- Hena Maes-Jclinek 
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